ADDITION No. 02

Subject: Ellwood Elementary School
Window Replacement
SDP Contract No. B-013C of 2020/21

Location: Ellwood Elementary School,
6701 N. 13th Street Road, Philadelphia, PA 19126

This Addendum No.2 dated June 2, 2022, shall modify and become part of the Contract Documents for the work of this project. Any items not mentioned herein shall be performed strictly in accordance with the original documents, as modified by prior addenda, if any.

CONTRACTOR QUESTIONS

1. Please confirm that only windows with shade note #4 will get new shades.

   Schedule note A. All areas designated as classrooms
   These rooms are specifically noted as classrooms
   100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 201, 202, 203, 204, 206, 207, 208, 210, 211, 212
   Please confirm that the rooms listed are what the schedule refers to.

   Schedule note B. All areas designated as offices
   These rooms are either noted or can be assumed to be offices
   Counselor, custodian, faculty, IMC, main office, nurse, principal
   Please confirm that the rooms listed are what the schedule refers to.

   Schedule note C. 1928 building 2nd floor Teachers dining room
   This is not located on the plans.
   Please advise.

   Schedule note D. 1928 building 2nd floor Doctors room
   This is not located on the plans.
   Please advise.
Schedule note E. 1954 building 1st floor teachers room
This is not located on the plans.
Please advise.

Schedule note F. Media Center (IMC)
This is not located on the plans.
Please advise.

Schedule note G. 1976 building Teachers Lounge
This is not located on the plans.
Please advise.

Schedule note H. 1928 building Basement windows
There are 7 windows in the basement, none of which have any shade notes. The schedule seems to include them as getting shades. Are they excluded from shades or do they get shades and if so which shade note 3 or 4?

Schedule note I. 1928 building 1st floor unidentified space........ at windows W10. The only window W10 on the first floor is in room 111. Please advise what room and window this refers to.

Schedule note J. 1928 building 1st floor unidentified space......at windows WQ12 and W13
The only rooms with windows W12 are the boys and girls toilet. The only W13 windows are in the stairwells.
None of these windows are noted for shades. Please advise what rooms and windows this refers to.

Room 101 is an unidentified space with W7 windows and a shade note #4. Room 200 is the Instructional materials room with windows W17 and note #4
Room 200 A is unidentified space with windows W17 and shade note #4
Do these rooms get shades as per the note or are they excluded since they are not in the schedule?

A. Windows to receive new and/or reinstalled window shades are clearly indicated on sheet A2.01, however specification section 122413_3.6, Schedules includes areas in error.

**Revise the specifications as follows:**

**Spec Section**: 122413

**Change**: Part 3.6, SCHEDULES;

**DELETE** items ‘A’ thru ‘J’ in their entirety;
REPLACE text ‘Provide window shades at the following locations:’
with ‘Provide window shades at locations indicated on sheet A2.01.’

End of Addendum 02